We provide a comprehensive account of structural, electronic, and optical properties of carbonnitride (C 3 N 4 ) polymorphs. We employ density-functional theory with two different basis sets for better predictions of structural and electronic band-gap properties: (a) a localized tight-binding basis with an improved semi-empirical exchange functional for more rapid and robust predictions; and (b) a plane-wave basis using a hybrid functional for validation. The predicted lattice constants, bulk moduli, and band gaps are in good agreement with existing experiments and theory, which verifies our predictions are reliable and basis-set independent. The optimal band gap, HOMO-LUMO position, and optical properties show the suitability of γ-C 3 N 4 in photocatalytic applications, while its work function shows orientation dependence with favorable valence and conduction band edges along the (110) direction. We also explore the effect of pressure on structural stability, optical properties, and photocatalytic behavior of γ-C 3 N 4 . Our study suggest an opportunity to tune properties by introducing defects to further improve photocatalytic performance of nitrides.
Introduction
Conjugated carbon-nitride (C 3 N 4 ) polymers have drawn broad interdisciplinary attention as metal-free and visible-light-responsive photo-catalysts for solar-energy conversion and environmental remediation, 1-6 especially for their appealing electronic dispersion, high physicochemical stabilities, and earth-abundant elements. Notably, doping (e.g., by S or Si) or hybridization with other photocatalyts enhance the photoreactive performance of graphitic-C 3 N 4 . [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The large band gap tunability makes C 3 N 4 derivatives potential candidates for CO 2 capture, control of pollutants 12 , water splitting, or energy-storage devices. [3] [4] [5] [6] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Carbon-Nitride is found in amorphous and different crystalline forms, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] with distinctly different characteristics similar to two crystalline forms of carbon: graphite and diamond. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] However, first-principles electronic-structure and optical properties of the known C 3 N 4 polymorphs are sparse. Using density-functional theory (DFT) methods, we investigate the structural, electronic, and optical properties of C 3 N 4 polymorphs, specifically: (i)α, (ii) We show that DFT functionals from Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 36, 37 and a modified PBE for solids (PBEsol) 38 provide good account of structural behavior but they predict band gaps that are severely underestimated, as found for earlier studies using local-density approximation (LDA) or gradient-corrected (GGA) functionals. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] For significantly improved band gaps, we use a van Leeuwen-Baerends (vLB) corrected LDA exchange implemented within tight-binding linearized muffin-tin orbital TB-LMTO 44 and full-potential N th -order muffin-tin orbital FP-NMTO, 45, 46 yielding results similar to the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid functional.
As there is a lack of understanding of optical properties and work function of C 3 N 4 polymorphs and its relation with electronic-structure, especially for the graphitic phases, we present a detailed study of structural, electronic, optical and work function properties of C 3 N 4 polymorphs using the improved exchange-correlation functionals. Notably, we find that γ-phase of C 3 N 4 is a promising photocatalyst with tunable these properties. We also address the structural instability issue by exploring the effect of pressure on structural-stability, optical properties and work function of favorable γ-phase.
Computational details
For DFT electronic-structure calculations and structural optimizations, we use TB-LMTO, FP-NMTO, and plane-wave-based Quantum Espresso. 47, 48 With plane-wave basis, structural relaxations are done using projected-augmented waves (PAW) basis for PBE 36, 37 and PBEsol functionals. We develop a new functionality by implementing vLB-corrected LDA exchange with van Barth-Hedin correlation within TB-LMTO and FP-NMTO to improve the prediction of band gaps and optical proeprties. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] The LDA+vLB results yield accurate band gaps with the computational speed of LDA, whereas the improved basis set of FP-NMTO further improves the band gap. Choice of a minimal basis set is always tricky, but TB-LMTO 44 and FP-NMTO 45, 46 provide that platform. 52 The FP-NMTO 54 allows us to handle the orbital and m-dependent downfoldings independently, which is very useful for sp 2 -hybridized systems where p z orbital behaves differently than p x and p y . We also calculate the bandgap using the HSE functional, as implemented in Quantum Espresso, and compare LDA+vLB and HSE results with existing theory and experiments to establish the quality of our predictions.
All calculations are done self-consistently and nonrelativistically. The energies are converged to 10 −6 Ry/atom with the maximum force of 0.001 Ry/a.u. per atom. Further details are provided in supplemental material. We use the Anderson method 55 to mix charge densities. For k-space integration via the tetrahedron method, we use meshes of (6 × 6 × 6) ; (6 × 6 × 10) ; (4 × 4 × 4) ; (6 × 6 × 8) ; and (6 × 6 × 4) for (α; h-g) ; β ; (cubic and spinel (γ)) ; t-g (AA) ; and t-g(AB) phases, respectively.
The electronic and optical properties of C 3 N 4 −polymorphs are calculated using the HSE hybrid functional. 56, 57 In Quantum Espresso, the random phase approximation (RPA) is used to extract the complex dielectric tensor.
where Γ is an adiabatic (inter-broadening) parameter tending to zero. To retain a finite lifetime of all excited-states, we have introduced small positive value of Γ to produce an intrinsic broadening to all exited states. The imaginary part of ε i αβ is found first and real part ε r αβ is calculated using Kramers-Kronig relation.
Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function are used to calculate optical conductivity, refractive index and absorption coefficient. 58 Dielectric tensor:
Optical Conductivity:
Complex Refractive Index:
For work-function calculations, we use slab-supercell approximation using a methodology utilizing macroscopic averages 59, 60 to get rid of quantum-size effect. 61 Each slab is made with four layers and the inter-slab vacuum is 15 Å.
Phonons for structrual stability:
To check the structural stability in terms of phonons for γ-C 3 N 4 , we use first-principles density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) 62 . The DFPT is a straightforward approach that allows to calculate phonons by perturbing the atomic positions on 2×2×2 supercell (112 atom/cell) of the original 14 atom/cell. All the atomic co-ordinates are relaxed up to 10 −6 eV/Å. The atoms are displaced by 0.01 Å from their equilibrium positions to calculate force constants. We use these force constants to calculate phonon dispersion along the highsymmetry direction of the Brillouin zone. 63
Results and discussion

Non-Graphitic Phases
Structural properties: A good account of α, β , γ (spinel), and cubic phases of C 3 N 4 has been presented earlier. 43, [64] [65] [66] The crystal structures are shown in Fig. 1 . The α-C 3 N 4 phase ( Fig. 1(a) ) consists of the corner sharing CN 4 tetrahedron along with pyramidal NC 3 in spheroidal cavities, suggesting that C and N are sp 3 and sp 2 hybridized, respectively. 27, 28 The α-phase has 4 formula units (f.u.) per cell with 28 atoms. The β -C 3 N 4 ( Fig. 1(b) ) has 6-, 8-and 12-membered rings of alternating C and N atoms. 25, 43, 65 The β -phase has two inequivalent N atoms: (I) one N has three equidistant nearest carbon atoms with the C-N-C angles ∼120 • , which shows that the C and N are sp 2 hybridized; and (II) other N is bonded to three non-planar carbon atoms in sp 2 -sp 3 fashion. 43 The γ-phase ( Fig. 1(c) ) has a spinel structure, which is known as cubic-modification of boron-nitride (c-BN). 67 Two carbon atoms bond octahedrally to six nitrogen atoms, while the third carbon atom bonds tetrahedrally to four nitrogen atoms. 66, 68 The tetrahedrally and the octahedrally bonded C-N are arranged alternatively in a 1:2 ratio. These are sequentially connected to one another at the N−corners. The cubic-C 3 N 4 ( Fig. 1(d) ) is a highpressure modification of Willemite mineral (Zn 2 SiO 4 ), 27 formed by replacing the O with N and Zn and Si with C of Zn 2 SiO 4 structure, so N and C are sp 3 hybridized. The structural properties of C 3 N 4 polymorphs are summarized in Table. 1. The PBE, PBEsol and vLB+LDA calculated structural parameters are in good agreement. 69, 70 We also evaluate bulk moduli by fitting lattice constant versus total energies to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, 71, 72 which indicates that C 3 N 4 undergoes uniform compression under applied hydrostatic pressure. The agreement between LDA+vLB and PBEsol calculated numbers establishes effectiveness and the utility of vLB modified exchange-correlation functional. 51 The electronic and optical property calculations are carried out using these optimal lattice parameters shown in Table. 1.
Electronic structure of C 3 N 4 polymorphs: Band structure is one of the most stringent tests to detail the materials physics. For example, Si, calcite and Cu have similar electron densities, but they have very different physical and electronic properties. 73 This drives us to understand the band structure versus energy of C 3 N 4 polymorphs in detail, as plotted in Fig 2 with a zero of energy at the Fermi energy (E F ). The vLB+LDA band gaps for α, β , γ and cubic (C) phases are 5.81, 5.32, 1.81 and 4.23 eV, respectively. The bandgaps of α, β and C phases are indirect in nature, while γ phase shows a direct gap. We find good agreement between our predictions and other advanced techniques (e.g., HSE and G 0 W 0 ), see Table. 2.
In Table. 2, we summarize and compare the calculated band gaps from LDA, PBE, vLB and HSE (present work) with LDA, PBE, HSE, GW and Modified Becke-Johnson (mBJ) from the literature. The HSE and vLB estimated gap for cubic phase is similar to GW, while, band gap in α and β phases are higher than GW gaps (see Table. 2).
The projected and total density of states (DOS) of N and C are shown in Fig. 2 for each of the C 3 N 4 polymorphs. In Fig. 2 (a) , for the α phase the valence bands (VBs) below -4 eV phase are dominated by both N and C, while, the bands from -4 eV to E F are mostly from N. This suggests that the electrons of N are loosely bound than those of C. The α phase has a wider band gap, and steeper VB and conduction band (CB) edges, compared to the others. The VB maxima and CB minima in α phase are at Γ and M point, respectively. Similar to α, we find that β (Γ−A to Γ) and C (Γ to Γ−H) are indirect band gap semiconductor with no contribution from C bands near E F . However, the γ phase is a direct (Γ-Γ) band gap with minor contribution from C bands near E F . The electronic structures of α, β , γ and cubic polymorphs split to form the separate VB, which reflects the presence of smaller asymmetric part of the potential. The presence of asymmetric potential is the reason behind the stronger mixing of low lying N and C states.
Graphitic Phases
Crystal and electronic structure: Notably, graphitic phases of C 3 N 4 are considered for next generation visible-light-driven metal-free, non-toxic, earth-abundant semiconductors, which can find applications in energy conversion, hydrogen evolution, sensing and imaging. 1 The earth abundant graphitic C 3 N 4 possesses excellent electronic band structures, electron-rich properties, and higher stability. The sp 2 hybridized planar graphitic C 3 N 4 (Space group: P6m2; #187) in Fig. 3 can be viewed as graphite whose C lattices are partially substituted with nitrogen (in regular fashion). 1, 78, 79 We prepare triazine with (AA; AB) stacking and heptazine with AA stacking, respectively. The large cavities in tg(AA), t-g(AB) and h-g(AA) allow neighboring atoms to relax and lead to increased bond lengths and angles compared to other phases (Fig. 3) . For t-g(AA), the equilibrium lattice constants are a=4.78599 Åand c=3.75751 Å, where bond lengths and angles vary from (1.327 to 1.463 Å) and (118 o to 124 o ), respectively. The t-g(AB) has lattice constants of a=4.78407 Å and c=7.00656 Å with inter-layer spacing of 3.5050 Å. The bond lengths vary from 1.3258 to 1.4633 Å, while the angles range from 118 o to 124 o . Due to larger cavity size compared to t-g(AA) and t-g(AB), the h−g (AA) structure shows larger degree of relaxation, both in bond lengths and angles as shown in Fig. 3(d) .
Experimentally thin films of graphitic C 3 N 4 can be produced on different substrates. By controlling the synthesis conditions, the band gap can be tuned from 2.65 to 3.1 eV, which falls in the range of visible light. 1, [8] [9] [10] 39, 77, 80 The vLB band gaps of 3.02 eV for AA (trigine) and 2.95 eV for AB (heptazine) stackings are in close agreement with experimental gap of 3.1 eV. 77 We also calculate band-gaps of AA (3.21 eV) and AB (3.39 eV) stacking using HSE with plane-wave basis and found reasonable agreement among vLB, HSE and experiments. Our predictions match 47, 48 The calculated band gaps using vLB 51 and HSE (this work) shows good agreement with existing HSE, GW and experiments. quite well with previous HSE and GW calculations, 74, 75 while the mBJ (meta-GGA) values are significantly different. 76 The t-g(AA) exhibits indirect (K−A) band gap, whereas similar to γ phase, tg(AB) shows direct band gap. The vLB and HSE predict indirect gap (Γ-M) of 2.71 eV for h-g-C 3 N 4 , which is in good agreement with reported experimental gap of 2.7 eV, 1,2,8-10,39,80 as well as with earlier predictions. 74, 75 To identify active sites in C 3 N 4 polymorphs, we plot the LUMO and HOMO charge densities (Fig. 4, right-panel) . The LUMO of t − g(AA), t − g(AB) and h − g(AA) C 3 N 4 are mainly composed of N-2p and C-2p states, while the HOMO is dominated by N2p states. Also, strongly localized LUMO and HOMO states in charge density plots suggest a possibility of low photo-absorption efficiencies. Thus, electron-hole excitation under visible-light irradiation would occur on the edge of N and C atoms. Effective mass: The dynamical activity of the charge careers in semiconductor depends on its mobility, which is inversely proportional to the effective mass (m * ). Near the band-edges m * in the band-structrure can be be described by the relation m * =h 2 / d 2 E dk 2 , i.e., second derivative of energy with respect to k-values at VB maxima for hole and at CB minima for electrons. The m * for C 3 N 4 polymorphs is shown in Table. 3. The calculated m * in graphitic phases is in good agreement with the available results 81,82 and we find electron effective mass of γ phase is much lower than graphitic phases. This indicates that the electron mobility in γ phase is easier. Interestingly, between the two types of stacking in t-graphitic phases, the A-B alternate stacking provides lower electron and hole effective mass and higher mobility than the AA phase. We attribute this fact to the lower symmetry of AB phase than AA. Optical Properties: Solar energy output is mostly dominated by: (I) ultraviolet ( 5%), visible ( 45%), and infrared ( 50%) region of electromagnetic wave spectrum. 83 The visible-light photocatalysis therefore offers the best opportunity to utilize maximum solar energy. Except for γ and h − g, the C 3 N 4 polymorphs possess rel- atively wide band gaps (see Table. 2). The optimal gap in γ and h − g phase, 84 ,85 makes them promising polymeric semiconductors suited for visible-light absorption. 85 In Fig. 5 , we plot absorption coefficient, optical conductivity, and refractive index vs photon energy. Plots of effective number of electrons participating in interband transition (n e f f ) shows that the (0−15 eV) range of photon energy is justified (see supplement). However, our region of interest is visible light from 1.59 eV (780 nm) to 3.18 eV (390 nm), in inset Fig. 5 . The optical spectra (obtained from the imaginary part of the dielectric function) contains the information of character and number of occupied and unoccupied bands. These together decide the accuracy of optical properties at higher excitation energies.
The absorption coefficient of a material determines the spatial region in which most of the light is absorbed. The absorption edge extent of the γ and h − g phases is relatively larger than 0.045 0.081 Table 3 Effective mass (m * ) of C 3 N 4 polymorphs in electron rest mass (m 0 ) units.
other polymorphs due to narrower gaps of 1.81 and 2.71 eV, respectively. 84, 85 The absorption edges at 630 nm for γ and 500 nm for h − g correspond to their band-gap energies. The onset of absorption for γ and h − g phases are located at roughly 2.0 and 3.0 eV, respectively, very close to the gaps of respective phases. Interestingly, both γ and h − g phases show an increase of optical absorption range. However, the γ phase shows enhanced light absorption in the whole spectral region due to direct nature of its band gap. Also, direct gap materials provide better photons to electron-hole pair conversion useful for efficient electro-optical devices -the foremost reason behind higher optical absorbance in γ phase, as found in Fig. 5(a) . Along with LDA+vLB potential, the HSE potential also provides accurate description of the electronic dispersion. Thus, the present results for gaps and optical properties are reliable. The optical conductivity of C 3 N 4 polymorphs are compared in Fig. 5(b) . Our results shows that the conductivity starts with a gap, indicating the semiconducting character of each polymorph. The optical conductivity of each polymorph is zero below their respective band gaps. The optical conductivity for the γ phase in Fig. 5(b) is slightly higher than h − g phase, which is related to absorption coefficient ( Fig. 5(a) ) and shows similar behavior in the range of visible light (1.59 to 3.18 eV). Only in the energy range of 4 to 5.5 eV does other polymorphs overtake γ, whereas it shows large jump in absorption and conductivity beyond photon energy 5.5 eV. This enhancement in optical conductivity for γ phase suggest it was a promising candidate for photovoltaic application.
Figure 5(c) shows the refractive index as a function of photon energy (wavelength: in the inset). Physically the calculated optical gap corresponds to the photon energy at which the imaginary part of the refractive index, k, becomes non-zero. We find the refractive index for C 3 N 4 polymorphs vary from 1.4 to 1.9 for the visible range of light 390-780 nm. As seen in Fig. 5(c) , the refractive indices are strongly sensitive to the crystal structure. The optical absorption spectra are directly connected to the imaginary part of the refractive index, see Eq. (4). Therefore, the peaks and valleys in refractive index are expected in the similar energy range that of absorption spectra. Work Function: Our ability to modulate the work function of semiconductor alloys, e.g., through control of surface orientation, is an enabling factor. Here, we study the work function of C 3 N 4 -polymorphs, and orientation dependence of γ-C 3 N 4 , which can be useful for next-generation transistors with higher dielectric constants. 86 At ambient conditions (NTP), the thermodynamic voltage for water splitting is 1.23 V; 87, 88 however, to supply the required photovoltage, a photo-electrochemical cell with single illuminated electrode needs gaps greater than 1.6 eV. 89, 90 In Table. 2, we show that the gap in γ and graphitic phases is suitable for photoabsorption. The pure and doped graphitic phases has been tested for photocatalysis, but its efficiency is a big concern. 91, 92 The lower gap in γ phase versus graphitic phase, see Table. 2, makes it more efficient for the photoabsorption in visible spectra.
To initiate water-redox reaction in semiconductors, optimal gaps, as well as band-edge (conduction and valence) positions of HOMO and LUMO states are important. The valance-band maxima should be more positive (E H 2 O/O 2 =1.23, 0.81 V for pH=0, 7) with respect to normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) than the water oxidation level, whereas the CB minima should be more negative (E H + /H 2 =0, −0.41 V for pH=0, 7 vs. NHE) than the H-production potential:
In Fig. 6 , we illustrate VB and CB positions and work function for t − g(AA), t − g(AB), h − g, and γ phase for (100), (110) [15 & 88] . Among the three illuminated surface conditions of γ phase, i.e., (100), (110), (111), the VB and CB band range of (110) surface is favourable at pH=0. We predict γ phase as a potential candidate for photocatalytic applications, a new addition to the existing class of efficient spinel photocatalysts. 93 Structural-stability, optical property and work function of γ-C 3 N 4 under pressure: The carbon nitrides face big challenge due to their structural instability, 94-96 therefore, we also explored the effect of pressure on the structural stability, optical-properties and photocatalytic behavior (work-function) of γ-phase of C 3 N 4 .
We found γ-C 3 N 4 to be dynamically and mechanically stable at 275 GPa and present phonon dispersion at ambient pressure and 275 GPa in Fig. 7 . We find γ-C 3 N 4 a wide gap semiconductor with band-gap of 3.43 eV under pressure. The strong covalent bonding gives large bulk-moduli, elastic-moduli, and shear-moduli of 387.6 GPa, 682.0 GPa and 282.6 GPa, respectively. γ-C 3 N 4 also satisfies the Born stability criteria, 97 i.e., (i) C 11 -C 12 > 0; (ii) C 11 + 2C 12 > 0; (iii) C 44 > 0, where C 11 =436.5 GPa, C 12 = 363.09 GPa, and C 44 = 446.5 GPa.
The effect of pressure clearly reflects on optical properties of γ-C 3 N 4 in Fig. 8 , where the absorption edge extent of the γ phase is increased compared to ambient pressure case in Fig. 8(a) . The absorption edges at 300 nm for γ phase corresponds to their band-gap energies of 3.43 eV. The optical absorption range for γ phase increases under pressure. Secondly, the optical conductivity of γ-C 3 N 4 in Fig. 8(b) also changes compared to zero-pressure case in Fig. 5(b) . Slight change in conductivity compared to zeropressure case suggests possible increase in photocatalytic activity (see Fig. 8 ). Refractive index in Fig. 8 (c) of γ phase of C 3 N 4 under pressure also reduces compared to zero-pressure case. The calculated optical gap corresponds to the photon energy at which the imaginary part of the refractive index, k, becomes non-zero. We find the refractive index for γ-C 3 N 4 changes 2.5 to 2.05 for the visible light range.
In Fig. 9 , we compare the VB and CB positions and work function for most favorable surface (110) of γ phase with(out) pressure. Clearly, the photocatalytic range of γ (110)-surface under pressure (275 GPa) increases. We also showcase the effect of water on (110) surface on γ phase and find slight reduction in CB band-edge compared to surface with no water. [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] The CB band-edge becomes slightly less positive compared to pure (110) surface. The γ (110) phase is more favorable photocatalytic behavior under pressure. We see very small increase in work function under pressure compared to 0 pressure for both with and without water cases.
Conclusion
In summary, we present a comprehensive electronic-structure study of C 3 N 4 polymorphs and discussed the structural properties, band gap, optical, and work function behavior. For band gaps, we applied LDA+vLB and HSE exchange-correlation functionals as implemented in FP-NMTO (localized basis) and planewave (Quantum Espresso) methods, respectively. The recently developed vLB-corrected LDA exchange potential significantly improves electronic gaps (compared to (semi)local functionals) and matches very well with hybrid functionals, quasiparticle GW method, and available experiments. We detailed the optical prop- erties and work function of C 3 N 4 polymorphs and found improved optical behavior and work function of γ-C 3 N 4 . We also identifies the active sites in C 3 N 4 -polymorphs through charge density plot, which enables us to point out the strongly localized states for low photo-absorption efficiencies. The optical conductivity of the γ phase is higher than that of the h − g phase. These are essential key factors for projecting out the γ phase as a suitable candidate for photocatalytic applications. The work function of γ-C 3 N 4 shows an orientation dependence, with the valence and conduction band range along (110) being more favorable. And, we showed that pressure increases the γ-C 3 N 4 photocatalytic behavior. These results suggest the ability to tune the structural, electronic, and optical properties of γ phase by chemical doping or introducing defects to enhance its photocatalytic performance. This study offers a new avenue for the γ phase and its derivative for advances in nanotechnology and ignite interest within the materials and chemistry communities. (110) with and without water surface of γ −C 3 N 4 -polymorph with respect to water reduction and oxidation potentials. We also show the photocatalytic behavior of structurally stable γ −C 3 N 4 under pressure.
